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Abstract. We present a general framework for addressing the problem
of semantic intelligibility among artificial agents based on concepts in-
tegral to the case-based reasoning research program. For this purpose,
we define case-based semiotics (CBS) (based on the well known notion of
the semiotic triangle) as the model that defines semantic intelligibility.
We show how traditional CBR notions like transformational adaptation
can be used in the problem of two agents achieving mutual intelligibility
over a collection of concepts (defined in CBS).

1 Introduction

We propose an approach based on case-based semiotics (CBS) to determine prob-
lems in consistency or ambiguity based on the well known notion of the semiotic
triangle. This approach aims at supporting the participating agents in evolving
their individual ontologies on-demand, in a way that is enough to coordinate
their activity in a particular task or subdomain. This participatory ontology is
understood as an adaptation of the individual ontologies that converges into a
shared mutually consistent and unambiguous ontology guided by our case-based
approach to semiotics. Our approach is based on two basic assumptions:

(i) Case-based Assumption: participating agents share their environment and
are capable of understanding their case description language(s). They either (1)
share the case description language or (2) they share some basic ontology and
language that allows them to explain their case description language(s)1.
(ii) Taxonomy Assumption: Concepts in an ontology are organized in a hierarchy.
More complex structures of ontologies are left for future work. In particular, DL-
based ontologies require further development of inductive generalization methods
before supporting this kind of approach.

This work is a generalization of the concept convergence approach [6], in which
two agents deliberate about the meaning of a concept using their case-bases in

1 How to achieve (2) is beyond the scope of this paper, but see [9].
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order to a achieve a shared, agreed-upon meaning of a concept. This generaliza-
tion is due to the fact that concepts do not exist in isolation, but are related to
other neighboring concepts in what we currently call an ontology. Concept con-
vergence introduced the use of the semiotic triangle (see Fig. 1) to define concept
meaning in a case-based agent. Our view with respect to case-based semiotics
(CBS) is that specific cases are needed to perform certain forms of reasoningThis
paper, in particular, focuses on the problem of mutual intelligibility for artificial
agents endowed with a domain ontology. We think that the process by which two
agents can adapt their ontologies to active mutual intelligibility requires reason-
ing about cases. Specifically, we think that a purely logic-based approach is not
su!cient, and that a view of concept meaning based on classical logical seman-
tics is not su!cient. This issue is a long-standing philosophical debate between
the logic-based semantic view of meaning and the semiotic view of meaning (see
e.g. [2]). We propose that concept meaning is better modeled by the semiotics
approach that has a two-layer description of concepts: the intentional description
or definition of a concept (in some formalism) and an extensional description of
a concept (as is classically used in CBR).

Although this paper does not deal with case-based problem solving (in which
new problems are solved using precedents or solved cases), our approach explic-
itly deals with case-based reasoning in the general sense: performing intelligent
tasks by reasoning about cases. Moreover, we will show how mutual intelligibility
about concepts can be seen as a process of mutual adaptation of taxonomies,
using a process that is equivalent to transformational adaptation.

2 Background and Related Work

Most approaches use the ontology alignment metaphor to deal with the relation-
ship between two di"erent ontologies; it’s a metaphor in that it originates by
analogy with molecular sequence alignment [3]. Intuitively, ontology alignment
(or matching) is a process that aims at finding “classes of data” that are seman-
tically equivalent. Ontology alignment has been studied on database schemas,
XML schemas, taxonomies, formal languages, entity-relationship models, and
dictionaries. Formally, while matching is the process of finding relationships or
correspondences between entities of di"erent ontologies, alignment is a set of
correspondences between two (or more) ontologies (by analogy with molecular
sequence alignment) [3]. Thus, the alignment is the output of the matching pro-
cess, which is very similar (in a conceptual sense) to partial matching in CBR
retrieval and to structure-mapping in analogical mechanisms. Notice also that
ontology alignment is di"erent from ontology merging: ontology merging takes
as input two (or more) source ontologies and returns a merged ontology based
on the given source ontologies.

There are two families of approaches to ontology alignment, commonly called
syntactic and semantic approaches. Syntactic approaches establish matchings
among predicates, terms or other structural properties of a formalism, essen-
tially focusing on a notion of similarity. Semantic approaches establish logical
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equivalence correspondences among ontology terms, essentially focusing on a no-
tion of semantic equivalence —in the logical sense of “semantic”. We propose a
third approach, a semiotic viewpoint that takes into account both the extensional
and intensional definitions of a concept. Related to our approach are methods
that work on “populated ontologies,” i.e. ontologies that also contain instances
of their concepts. Some approaches use instances to compute similarities among
them in order to help them determine which concepts match. Although this is
related to CBR, this is not the path taken here.

Another related approach is [8, 7], where a combination of Formal Con-
cept Analysis (FCA) with Information Flow models for modeling and sharing
common semantics is proposed. Their use of FCA is interestingly related with
the approach taken here by the case-based semiotics for representing concepts.
FCA has a two-layer representation of concepts, as we have in CBS with the
intensional level and the extensional, that in FCA are called the intent and ex-
tent respectively of the concept. FCA, however, works only on attribute-value
representations of instances and the intensional representations are subsets of
attribute-value pairs, while our approach is more general, only requiring a repre-
sentation formalism that has the subsumption operation. Similarly, FCA-merge
[10] uses FCA over a common set of shared instances to merge two ontologies
expressed as FCA lattices. Finally, “mutual online ontology alignment” [11] uses
clustering and interchange of cases, but only uses the extensional description
of concepts, while [1] proposes a similarity that takes into account the three
dimensions of the semiotic triangle (see Fig. 1).

3 Adapting Taxonomies

A well known tenet in CBR is that after partial matching (i.e. retrieval), we need
to adapt what’s matched (because it is only partially matched) in order to reuse
it for some purpose. Thus, while ontology alignment/matching is related to CBR
retrieval and to structure-mapping in analogical mechanisms, the partiality of
this process requires a second process: adaptation for reuse. This is the focus of
this paper: retrieve for reuse, and in particular mutual adaptation of ontologies
for reaching a shared, participatory ontology (or more precisely a fragment of
an ontology).

In particular, we envision a context-dependent mutual adaptation of two on-
tologies held by two agents. These two agents aim at performing a particular
task or goal, which defines a context in which (part of) their taxonomies need to
be mutually intelligible. This does not mean an agent has to modify forever its
ontology, only create a modified version for working within a particular context.
Our approach can be summarized in the following schema:

O1 !! T1
adapt"""! T "

1 ! T "
2

adapt#""" T2 #" O2

where two agents, with ontologies O1 and O2, in order to perform some task,
select (!!) a segment of their ontologies (T1 and T2) as relevant to the task, and
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Object

Sign Concept ! I(!)

E(!)

!e " E(!) : I(!) # e

Fig. 1. The classic semiotic triangle on the left and a CBS concept C as a triplet
!!, I,E" on the right

then need to create two adapted versions of these segments (T1
adapt"""! T "

1), such
that are mutually intelligible (T "

1 ! T "
2). In this view, the agents do not renounce

or change their core ontologies, but they are capable of adapting (segments of)
them to a particular context. In this paper we will focus on the adaptation
process, assuming the agents are capable of previously agreeing on the context
(i.e. the goal to achieve and the part of the ontology that is relevant).

We will propose a transformational adaptation approach to achieve mutually
intelligible ontologies, but this approach has some limitations. Specifically, we
will encompass only hierarchical ontologies (henceforth taxonomies). Moreover,
while denotational semantics are commonly used in logic-based ontologies, we
will propose a case-based approach to defining meaning and mutual intelligibility
of concepts. This approach, based on the semiotics approach to meaning, takes
into account not only the “abstract” definition of a concept but also the “expe-
riences” with concrete episodes where this concept is used. The next subsection
presents this case-based semiotics (CBS) approach to meaning and mutual intel-
ligibility of concepts.

3.1 CBS Taxonomies

Our representation of hierarchical ontologies (taxonomies for short) is based on
the semiotic triangle for concepts. We will define a CBS concept for a language
L that possesses a subsumption relation ($) among L’s formulas. The language
describing cases, without loss of generality, will be sublanguage Lc % L.

Definition 1. (CBS Concept) A CBS concept C is a triplet &#, I, E', given a
signature &L,$' and a set of labels $, where:

1. # ( $; where # is a label (the name for the concept) from the set of labels $,
2. I ( L (I is a formula in a the language L; where I is called the intensional

definition of #, also noted as I(C),
3. E = {e1, . . . , en} is a non-empty set of cases such that )ei ( E : ei ( Lc;

where the set E is called the extensional definition of #, also noted as E(C),
and

4. )ei ( E : I $ ei
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A

B C

I(A) # I(B)

I(A) # I(C)

A

B C

E(A) = E(B) $ E(C)

!e " E(A) : I(A) # e

!e " E(B) : I(B) # e % I(C) &# e

Fig. 2. For a taxonomy with , A and two children B and C, the intensional relations
are shown at the left while the extensional relations are shown at the right

That is to say, a concept in CBS has a name, an intensional definition (that is
a formula in some language), and a set of cases belonging to that concept (the
extensional definition of that concept). For simplicity, we will sometimes denote
a concept triplet by a symbol C = &#, I, E' and we will use I(C) and E(C) to
denote its intensional (I) and extensional definitions (E).

However, for an ontology we will need a discriminant definition; for this pur-
pose we will use the notion of contrast set. We will say that a concept C is
defined over a set of cases E whenever E(C) % E.

Definition 2. (Contrast Set) Given a set of cases E = {e1, . . . , en} we say a set
of concepts (C1, . . . , Cm) defined over E is a contrast set whenever )i = 1, . . . ,m:

!
)ej ( E(Ci) : I(Ci) $ ej

"
*
!
)ek (

#

j=1,...,m,j #=i

E(Cj) : I(Ci) +$ ek

"

That is to say, a case in E belongs (is subsumed by) at most one concept in the
contrast set (C1, . . . , Cm). However, not all cases need be members of a concept,
which requires the contrast set to be a partition.

Definition 3. (Conceptual Partition) A contrast set (C1, . . . , Cm) defined over
a set of cases E is a conceptual partition %((C1, . . . , Cm), E) i! )ei ( E, ,Cj :
I(Cj) $ ei.

That is to say, a conceptual partition of a set of cases is an exhaustive classifi-
cation of the set of cases where all cases belong to only one of the concepts.

We turn now to define a CBS hierarchical ontology (or CBS taxonomy for
short). The taxonomy of concepts can be seen as a tree where nodes are CBS
concepts. More formally, a taxonomy is an arborescence, i.e. a directed graph in
which, for a vertex x called the root and any other vertex y, there is exactly one
directed path from x to y. We will denote an arborescence by &C,A' where C
is a set of nodes (or vertices) and A is set of arcs; for a C ( C, we will denote
the children of C as A(C).

Definition 4. (CBS Taxonomy) Given a collection of concepts C = {C1, . . . ,
Cm} defined over a set of cases E = {e1, . . . , en}, and an arborescence &C,A'
with root C1, the triple &C,A, E' is a CBS Taxonomy whenever:
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A

B C

E(B) E(C)

A'

B' C'

!e " E(B) : I(B!) # e

!e " E(B) : I(C !) &# e

T'T

Fig. 3. Example of a concept B! in taxonomy T ! converging with respect to the concept
B in taxonomy T

1. E(C1) = E and )ej ( E : I(C1) $ ej (root is sound and complete w.r.t. E)
2. )Ci ( C" : %(A(Ci), E(Ci)) is a conceptual partition,
3. )Ci ( C" * )Cj ( A(Ci) : I(Ci) " I(Cj) (intensional subsumption)

where C" - C is the set of non-terminal concepts in the taxonomy.

Fig. 2 shows some of these properties in a small example of taxonomy with root
A and two children B and C. The subsumption relation is established among
intensional descriptions of concepts, while extensional descriptions are related
by set inclusion. Moreover, the two concepts at the same level, B and C, form a
partition upon the cases in the extension of its father A.

Two concepts labels are mutually intelligible (a.k.a. aligned) when their CBS
concepts converge. Conceptual convergence is defined as follows.

Definition 5. (CBS Concept Convergence) Two CBS concepts Ci and Cj be-
longing to conceptual partitions %(Ci, Ei) and %(Cj , Ej)in taxonomies Ti and
Tj respectively, and with C!

i and C!
j the parents of Ci and Cj converge with

respect to taxonomy Ti whenever:

1. )e ( E(Ci) : I(Cj) $ e
2. )e ( E(Ci),K ( Cj " {Cj} : I(K) +$ e
3. )e ( E(Ci) : I(C!

j ) $ e

When the dual properties of 1 to 3 are satisfied, Ci and Cj converge with respect
to Tj. When Ci and Cj converge w.r.t. both Ti and Tj, we say Ci and Cj are
conceptually convergent, noted as (Ci

.= Cj). Moreover, we say their labels are
mutually intelligible (#i / #j) for Ti and Tj.

Property 1 states that Cj is consistent with Ci’s extensional description, Prop-
erty 2 that partition %(Cj , Ej) is consistent with Ci’s extensional description,
and Property 3 that Cj ’s parent is consistent with Ci’s extensional description.

Thus, convergence of two concepts occurs when both concepts converge with
respect to the other taxonomy. Figure 3 shows an example of a concept B" in
taxonomy T " converging with respect to the taxonomy T . Intuitively, the example
in Fig. 3 means that B" $ B, since B" covers the cases in E(B) and none of the
cases in the remaining concepts of the partition under A. Thus, if two agents
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A

B C

X A

B C D

X

A

B C

XIdentification Categorization

Fig. 4. Two adaptation operations over Hierarchical Ontologies: Identification (a case
is identified as belonging to concept C) and Categorization (a case is identified as
belonging to a new, previously non-existent, concept D)

Ag and Ag" are using taxonomies T and T " respectively, we say concept B is
intelligible for agent Ag" — in the sense that there will be no misunderstanding
or disagreement for agent Ag" with respect to concept B of agent Ag. Definition
5 states that two concepts converge w.r.t. both T and T " we have both B" $ B
and B $ B", and thus they are equivalent (B .= B") w.r.t. to CBS. Consequently,
when two agents communicate with each other using their labels (# / #") for
the “same concept,” their usage will be mutually intelligible.

Notice however, that the equivalence (Ci
.= Cj) in Definition 5 does not mean

they are logically equivalent; what is assured is that they are equivalent w.r.t.
the known set of known cases relevant to Ci and Cj , namely E(C!

i )0E(C!
i ) (the

set of observed cases in the contrasts sets to which Ci and Cj belong). Indeed,
previously unseen cases can be identified or not as belonging to (Ci or Cj),
leading to a disagreement that would require adapting again their taxonomies.

Thus, ontology matching and convergence is an evolving process according to
case-based semiotics. Any agreement on the meaning of a sign or label is first
participatory (applying to the involved agents) and contextual (depending on the
finite knowledge of the world of the agents expressed as the set of cases grounding
the concept’s meaning). Finally, notice that our form of concept alignment is that
of concepts being mutually intelligible w.r.t. to CBS. Thus, the alignment of two
ontologies is to be defined as convergence of their concepts.

Definition 6. (CBS Taxonomy Convergence) Two taxonomies &C,A, E' and
&C",A", E"' with roots A and A" are CBS-convergent whenever )C ( C, ,C" ( C"

such that C .= C" and )C" ( C", ,C ( C such that C .= C".

3.2 Adaptation Operators

We will define several operations of transformational adaptation over the space of
hierarchical ontologies. These operations are Identification, Categorization, Split,
and Merge, and are shown in Figures 4, 5 and 6. These operators are similar
to (and inspired from) the ones on the CobWeb unsupervised learning system
[4], the main di"erence being derived from our distinction between cases (at the
extensional level) and concepts (at the intensional level), which is nonexistent
in CobWeb. Figure 4 shows on the left a new case X that is already classified
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A

B C X

D E

A

B D E

XSplit

Fig. 5. The adaptation operation Split : concept C is “split” into its subconcepts that
are promoted to the higher level, while the case X is later identified to one of the
promoted concepts

A

B C D

A

B E X

C D

Merge

X

Fig. 6. The adaptation operation Merge: concepts C and D are “merged” into a higher
level super-concept E and they are demoted to the lower level, while the case X is yet
to be processed below the new concept E

as being a member of concept A; in other words I(A) $ X (the intensional
definition of A subsumes X). Applying the operator Identification we obtain the
tree shown in the middle of Fig. 4. This operator characterizes the situation
where a new case is identified as member of a concept (e.g. the concept C) with
no further change required except maybe to generalize to insure I(C) $ X .
However, consider the case where generalizing I(C) to include X would mean
that I(C) also subsumes cases under B; this means that X cannot be identified
as member of C. If this is also the case for B then X cannot be identified
as member of B or C and (as shown at the right of Fig. 4) we need a new
concept, let’s call it D, that encompasses X . This situation is characterized by
the operator Categorize, that creates a “new category” for a case X . Thus, the
result of operator Categorize is moving from a partition (B,C) of the extension
of A to a partition (B,C,D).

4 Mutual Adaptation of Taxonomies

Two agents communicate and deliberate about the meaning of their taxonomies,
or more specifically, about a fragment of their taxonomies starting from a com-
mon root. If the root under discussion is the taxonomies root then the agents
will deliberate about the meaning of all concepts in their taxonomies. For this
purpose, agents need to recognize situations where there is no agreement and
then apply some adaptation operators. This approach is similar to goal-driven
learning (GDL) [5], Goal-driven learning decomposes the learning problem in
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three steps: blame assignment, learning goal generation, and repair (or learning)
strategy. GDL considers a single agent reasoning introspectively about detecting
its own failures (blame assignment), deciding what needs to be learnt to correct
it (learning goal generation), and determining a way to achieve this goal (repair
strategy).

4.1 Non-structural Adaptations

In non-structural adaptations, disagreements involve mismatches between in-
tensional and extensional definitions that do not require transforming the is-a
relationship between concepts (as can be seen in [6]).

Generalization. This situation is characterized as follows: agent Ag1 has a case
X subsumed by concept B, while agent Ag2 has a concept B" that subsumes
most cases in B but not X . Moreover, the other concepts in the partition K "

where B" is located in T " do not subsume X either. Thus, the partition K " does
not account for X and since Ag1 knows it should be covered by B", Ag2 should
change the definition of B". Therefore Ag1 sends the argument “your concept B"

should also cover X” to Ag2. Then, Ag2 generalizes I(B") to cover X while not
covering any case subsumed by the other concepts in partition K ".

Specialization. This situation is characterized as follows: agent Ag1 has a case
X subsumed by concept B, while agent Ag2 has a concept C" di"erent from B"

that does subsume X . Since Ag1 current hypothesis is that B and B" should
converge while B and C" should not, Ag2 should change the definition of C".
Therefore Ag1 sends the argument “your concept C" should not cover X , which
should be covered by B"” to Ag2. Consequently, Ag2 has to specialize concept’s
intension I(C") so that C" it does no longer cover X . Additionally, B" may or
may not cover X . If not, Ag2 generalizes I(B") to cover X while not covering
any case subsumed by the other concepts in partition K ".

4.2 Structural Adaptations

Structural adaptations are triggered by mismatches in the way the cases are
sorted by partitions, and require the transformation of partitions; that is to say
transforming the tree of is-a relationships among concepts, including the creation
of new concepts. Let us start with the second situation in Fig. 4: categorization.
Let us assume, e.g., an agent Ag2 sends case X to agent Ag1 and eventually
Ag1’s ontology is adapted by including a new concept D to encompass case X .

The scenario requires some initial conditions, as follows. Assume the agents
have already achieved concept convergence over the root A; therefore both agree
that X (sent from Ag2 to Ag1) can be identified as belonging to A. However,
they do not agree under which concept, in the partition set under A, should case
X be allocated. In order to move from the left part of Fig. 4 to the right part, the
agents have to agree on the following: a) X is not under B (or B" for the second
agent); and X is not under C (or C") either. Thus, since X should be under A
but is not part of B or C, a new concept is needed for Ag1; since Ag2 already
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SEAT

Chair
Arm-
chair

AC1C1 S1

SEAT

Chair Stool

S2C2 AC2

AGENT1
AGENT2

Fig. 7. The initial state of two agents taxonomies in the Seat domain

Ag1

C1 C2AC2AC1 S2S2

Ag2

Fig. 8. The two taxonomies in the Seat domain

has identified X under a concept D" (with label #"
D), agent Ag1 will create this

new concept D (with label #D), and X will be situated under D. Since they are
mutually intelligible (#D / #"

D) the adaptation process ends there.
To explain the Split adaptation operator we will introduce an example shown

in Fig. 7. The Seat domain is very simple but will illustrate the kind of mis-
matches that can be found and resolved by mutual adaptation. Agent Ag1 in
Fig. 7 knows two kind of seats: chairs and armchairs, while agent Ag2 knows
two kind of seats: chairs and stools. Ag1 divides seats depending on whether
they have arms or not, while Ag2 divides seats depending on whether they have
backs or not, as shown in Fig. 82. Notice that both agents have cases that are
stools (S1 and S2), chairs (C1 and C2) and armchairs (AC1 and AC2); they
just choose to conceptualize them di"erently.

We can easily imagine a convergence of both ontologies into one shared by both
agents and that has the three involved concepts: stools, chairs and armchairs.
Indeed, we will follow the deliberation and adaptations that achieve that, but
notice that the particular solution achieved is not unique. As we will show, the
agents reach an ontology with Seat as root and three children (Stool, Chair
and Armchair); nevertheless, other ontology structures are possible and correct
results, for instance an ontology where Seat is the root with children Stool and
Chair, in which Chair has two children concepts: Armchair and SimpleChair
(i.e. a seat with back and no arms).

2 The second ontology is the one found in the Wikipedia (armchair is a subtype of
chair) while some of the authors claim they feel more intuitive the first one is more
intuitive, and to classify an armchair not as a chair and see it as a kind couch.
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Categorization
SEAT

Chair Stool

S2

C2 AC2

Arm-
chair

Chair3

AGENT2
SEAT

Chair Stool

S2C2 AC2

Fig. 9. Adaptation of the taxonomy of agent Ag2 by adding concept Armchair

SEAT

Chair
Arm-
chair

AC1C1 S1

Categorization

SEAT

Chair Arm-
chair

AC1

C1 S1

StoolChair4

AGENT1

Fig. 10. Adaptation of the taxonomy of agent Ag1 by adding concept Stool

Agent Ag1 in Fig. 7 has received the intensional definition of concepts Chair2
and Stool2 from Ag2, and agent Ag2 the intensional description of Ag1’s con-
cepts. Considering first Ag1, the agent has found the following disagreements:

1) Stool2 covers case S1 that is covered by the intensional definition of concept
Chair1; thus a chair like S1 is a stool of Ag2, a concept not existing in Ab1
2) Chair2 covers case AC1 that , according to Ag1, is not a chair but is under
concept Armchair1, a concept that is not present in Ag2’s taxonomy.

In order to proceed, Ag1 asks Ag2 to create and include the concept Armchair
in its taxonomy. Ag2 accepts, which implies the following:

1) a new concept using the intensional definition of Armchair1 has to be
created, and call it Armchair2 (thus I(Armchair2) := I(Armchair1))

2) Ag2 determines that Armchair2 covers case AC2 but not case C2, thus the
adaptation operation Categorization can be applied to concept Chair2 creating
Armchair2 as a subconcept of Chair2,

3) however, now the children of Chair (case C2 and Armchair2) do not form a
partition (since case C2 is not a concept). Thus a new concept Chair3 is created
to cover case C2; as shown in Fig. 9 the children of Chair now form a partition.

Notice that in the example we show only one case per concept just for brevity’s
sake. In general, adding Armchair2 under Chair2 would mean that all cases
subsumed by (the intensional definition of) Chair2 that are also subsumed by
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SEAT

Chair Stool

S2

C2 AC2

Arm-
chair

Chair
3

SEAT

Arm-
chair

AC2C2 S2

Stool
Chair
3

Split

AGENT2

Fig. 11. Adaptation of the taxonomy of agent Ag2 by splitting the old concept Chair
and promoting concept Chair3 and Armchair as subconcepts of Seat

SEAT

Chair
Arm-
chair

AC1

C1 S1

StoolChair
4

SEAT

Arm-
chair

AC1C1 S1

Stool
Chair
4

Split

AGENT1

Fig. 12. Adaptation of the taxonomy of agent Ag2 by splitting the old concept Chair
and promoting concept Chair3 and Armchair as subconcepts of Seat

(the intensional definition of) Armchair2 become the extensional definition of
Armchair2, i.e. E(Armchair2) = {c ( E(Chair2)|I(Armchair2) $ c}, while
the rest become the extensional definition for a new concept to complete the
partition: E(Chair3) = E(Chair1) " E(Armchair2). Finally, the intensional
definition I(Chair3) of the new concept is inferred by induction over the cases
of the extensional definition E(Chair3).

A similar process is carried out when agent Ag2 asks Ag1 to include the Stool
concept, as shown in Fig. 10. Now both agents have incorporated a new concept
coming from the other agent refining their respective ontologies. However, as
can be observed comparing Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 their ontologies do not match:
although there lower level concepts converge (since Chair, Stool and Armchair
partition the extensional definition of the overall concept Seat the same way),
the intermediate concepts (the “old” concepts of Chair in both agents) do not
converge. This disagreement can be resolved applying adaptation operator split
(Fig. 5) to the “old” concepts of Chair in both agents. Figures 11 and 12 show
that the same result is obtained by both agents using the split operation.

Finally, the Merge adaptation operation works in a similar way to Split. Re-
calling Fig. 6, we see Merge would be applied when one agent has an intermediate
concept that the other has not. We will not develop the example in full, but it is
easy to see how merge can be used in the example of Figure 13. Given the state
of agents Ag1 and Ag2 in Fig. 13, when Ag2 applies Merge to concepts Chair
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SEAT

Chair
Arm-
chair

AC1

C1 S1

StoolSimple
Chair

AGENT1 SEAT

Arm-
chair

AC2C2 S2

StoolChair

AGENT2

Fig. 13. An state where the Merge operator would make two taxonomies convergent

and Armchair creating a new superconcept NewChair the two taxonomies con-
verge. Specifically, they have the following alignments: (Chair / NewChair),
(SimpleChair / Chair), (Stool / Stool), (Armchair / Armchair). Clearly,
this is not the only configuration that leads to a convergence. A second, equiva-
lent solution is that agent Ag1 applies Split to Chair (promoting SimpleChair
and Stool to the level of Armchair) thus reaching a taxonomy convergent with
that of Ag2. Both solutions are equally adequate from the point of view of CBS.

5 Mutual Adaptation as Search

The CBS approach allows us to characterize (1) disagreements in the intended
meaning of concepts in two taxonomies and (2) the transformations upon ontolo-
gies performed by adaptation operations. Thus, mutual adaptation of ontologies
is viewed as a search process over the space of possible taxonomies under case-
based semiotics. We say that two concepts from T and T " are in coincidence
when, although they do not converge, they both subsume a subset of the cases
subsumed by the other.

Definition 7. (CBS Coincident Concepts) Two CBS concepts Ci and Cj in tax-
onomies T and T " respectively, and with parents C!

i and C!
j such that C!

i
.= C!

j

are in coincidence (Ci # Cj) whenever ,Ki % E(Ci),Kj % E(Cj) (with Ki += 1
and Kj += 1) such that I(Ci) $ Kj and I(Cj) $ Ki.

Two concepts that are in coincidence are basically candidates for converging
if the current disagreement or mismatches are solved by adaptation operators.
The search process maintains a list of coincident concept pairs and constitute
the candidates to which adaptation operators can be applied.

Figure 14 and Figure 15 show some examples of the CBS typology of disagree-
ments for taxonomies to which some adaptation operators may be applied. For
instance, Fig. 14 shows on the left the situation where a case X " of taxonomy
T " is covered by concept A in T (I(A) $ X ") bot none of the concepts in the
conceptual partition (B,C) cover X " (i.e. I(B) +$ X " and I(C) +$ X "). This
may be due to two di"erent situations depending on X " in taxonomy T ", shown
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A

B C

A'

B' C'

T'T

X' X'

A'

B' D'

T'

X'

C'

(1) (2)

Fig. 14. A type of concept disagreement in which a case X ! of T ! is not covered by a
conceptual partition in T

A

B C

A'

B' D'

T'T

X' X'

Fig. 15. A type of concept disagreement in which a case X ! of T ! is covered by a
di!erent concept in T

to the right of Fig. 14: either (1) X " is covered by a concept, say B" and thus
B +.= B", or (2) X " is covered by concept that does not exist in T , say D" in T ".
To solve this disagreement and achieve convergence, in situation (1) the inten-
sional definition is changed using the Generalization adaptation operation on B,
while in situation (2) the Categorization adaptation operation is used to include
a new concept D in the conceptual partition. Another instance of disagreement
is shown in Fig. 15, where a case X " that belongs to concept B" in T " is however
covered in taxonomy T by a concept that is not the coincident concept B.

6 Discussion

We have presented a general framework for addressing the problem of semantic
intelligibility among artificial agents based on concepts integral to the case-
based reasoning research program. Mutual intelligibility of concepts should be
grounded, in our approach, to collections of cases (i.e. descriptions of objects
or situations). Using a semiotic viewpoint instead of a classical logic semantics
allows us to work with cases in a principled way, that we have formalized as
CBS (case-based semiotics), in which a concept has a label and two (mutually
dependent) levels of description: the intensional level and the extensional level.

Mutual intelligibility of concepts is moreover modeled as a process of mu-
tual adaptation, in which artificial agents modify their knowledge structures to
reach a convergent model (in the CBS framework) of the concepts they need to
share. This mutual adaptation process is viewed as a search process performed
by adaptation operators, as is classically obtained by transformational adap-
tation in CBR. However, the situation is here more complex than in classical
transformational adaptation, since there are two agents involved. A particular
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interaction protocol to implementing search in the space of possible taxonomies
remains future work, although the adaptation operators that define the search
space have already been defined here.

Finally, the CBS framework allows the acquisition of new concepts in a natural
way. A new concept implies either the reorganization of the partition of the
cases known to an agent or the acquisition of a new, unknown case. In the CBS
approach, learning from cases and adapting the knowledge structure commonly
called “ontology” are seamlessly integrated in the same process. As part of the
future work we intend to show that two agents using our adaptation operators
can always converge on a shared taxonomy, even when they have concepts and
cases unknown to one another.
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